
Intermedia AnyMeeting is designed to provide the highest possible video conferencing 
quality ensuring even the smallest and most nuanced facial queues are picked up providing 
the best human to human experience. AnyMeeting video conferencing includes up to 100 
web cam support, screen sharing with annotation, recording with AI-based transcriptions 
and End-to-End Encryption to ensure your meetings are ultra-secure. 

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON 
Using our Dynamic Video Delivery technology which automatically simulcasts 3 different 
quality streams and our UltraClear video algorithms which further optimize connections 
based on network performance, you can depend on the quality of AnyMeeting to get your 
message across. 

Dynamic Video Delivery technology automatically simulcasts 3 concurrent quality streams 
to our servers: 720p, 360p, 180p. This allows the receiver's client to pick the best quality 
based on their network conditions, CPU capabilities, display size, etc, resulting in optimal 
viewing experience.

Our proprietary UltraClear video algorithms and optimized codec parameters allow the 
platform to quickly react to poor network conditions as well as improving picture quality, 
notably treating screen share video differently than webcam video.
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QUALITY-FOCUSED FEATURES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

• AnyMeeting uses the most efficient codec, 
H264, which uses less CPU and battery 
than the default VP8 codec used in other 
applications 

• For every video sender, we send 3 different 
quality streams to our servers: 720p, 360p, 
180p.  This allows the receiver's client to 
pick the best quality based on their network 
conditions, CPU capabilities, display size, etc, 
resulting in optimal viewing experience. 

• AnyMeeting Utilizes a layout algorithm that 
optimizes the use of available space on the 
screen, minimizing black areas or empty 
space, and enabled personalized layout per 
user independent of others. 

• AnyMeeting provides a smooth way to switch 
between Spotlight Mode and Gallery View, 
which improves the user experience. When 
switching these modes, we also select the 
highest quality video stream available for the 
correct mode and client constraints. 

• AnyMeeting’s optimized codec parameters 
to improve picture quality, notably treating 
screen share video differently than webcam 
video. 

• On the client, we monitor numerous 
datapoints of the system and network, in 
real time, and adjust the video encoding 
parameters as needed to provide the best 
experience possible, within those constraints. 

• Our proprietary algorithms to quickly react  
to poor network conditions, particularly in  
a multi-party scenario. 

• Our proprietary quality monitoring platform, 
that collects over 30 datapoints from each 
user, multiple times per minute. This enables 
our operations and engineering team to 
have a very deep understanding of our users' 
quality, and take steps to improve as needed, 
on an individual or aggregate basis.
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